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We, the EIS ENGELCHEN, are a family ice-cream manufactory, which concentrates on the traditional 
production and the supply of original artisan ice-cream specialities. 
 
Today the EIS ENGELCHEN delivers all over Germany. The brand stands for high-quality manufactured 
goods from Berlin with a constantly growing assortment of more than 60 first-class creations after tra-
ditional production. 
 
Our in-house innovation to develop individual ice cream varieties according to customer wishes inspires 
our patissiers/pastry chefs daily to new ones for an inexhaustible range of our delicious ice cream vari-
eties. 
 
The refreshing taste of the EIS ENGELCHEN describes finest cream and a wonderful fruity aroma, ten-
derly melting it ensnares tongue and palate. Of course, we don't reveal the formula for such a delightful 
experience, but we do reveal it: EIS ENGELCHEN relies on fresh milk and butter, the best cream and 
perfectly ripened fruit for its high-quality ice cream specialities. Our high demands on quality and tra-
dition stand for a craft process according to which we create and produce over 60 first-class ice cream 
varieties in our own ice cream factory. 
 
To support our team of ice cream makers, we are looking for motivated people with a background in 
the food sector, whether you are a baker, confectioner or chef.  
 
Your tasks 

 Production of fruit sorbets 

 Production of milk ice cream 

 Fast and clean working according to recipe specifications 

 Compliance with hygiene guidelines according to HACCP 

 Determine stock levels and reorder raw materials 

 Mastering the conversion of recipes to quantities to be produced 

You impress us 

 With your motivation and your will to learn new things 

 With your resilience and your flexibility as well your ability to work independent  

 With your training and/or work experience (you are already familiar with work processes such 

as working according to recipes, boiling masses and decorating) 

 With your good English and/or basic German language skills 

We offer our employees 

 The possibility to broaden your professional horizon and become an ice cream maker with us! 

 Salary of 1.800€ 

 Paid overtime hours  

 Work distributed over the weekdays Monday-Friday (40 hours per week) 

 A secure job, with an open-ended contract in a young and ambitious team 

 A collegial, familiar working atmosphere 

 Cheap accommodation for the beginning (500€ per month) 

 Ice cream, as much as the stomach can tolerate 
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We will train you in the ice laboratory so that you can work independently within a very short time.  
 
We caught your interested? Then we are looking forward to welcome you in our ice cream manufactory.  
 
For applicants from abroad: The ZAV-International Placement Service supports your jobseeking in Ger-
many. We are a department of the German Federal Employment Agency. Our services are free of 
chargeFor further information or assistance please contact us:  ZAV-IPS-Berlin-
Brandenburg@arbeitsagentur.de  

Please quote the following number, when contacting us: BB-515-HOGA  
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